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EDITOR’S NOTE  SHIRIN SUBHANI
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become “curators” of stories of courageous creativity after 
experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression that involve emotional risk and 
personal vulnerability. For more about Shirin and Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web 
site: www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html



It all started with a creative spark, the germ of an idea! We had just launched Flying Chickadee as a platform 
for independent transcultural works, published Shahana’s book ‘Ten Avatars’ through it, and were beginning to 
receive interest from independent writers, who had germs of ideas, but were waiting for these to blossom into 
full books. 

But we weren’t up to waiting. That’s when the spark hit us – why not curate purposeful collections of short 
works? Shahana had been learning about the power of e-zines for a while, and was inspired by the creative 
power of the collective voice. She called me and said, ‘We can do it too! Let’s launch a zine!’ And immediately, 
the spark caught me! Before we knew it, we were working on the first issue of Courageous Creativity. As soon 
as we’d decided what we wanted in our zine, our contributors showed up; they had the spark too! Once we 
had a layout concept, Shahana sought feedback from her friend and colleague Sam, and the spark found our 
incredible graphic designer and photographer!

In this August issue of Courageous Creativity, we present contributors who were struck by creative sparks 
and couldn’t ignore them. In our feature titled ‘One With The Camera,’ Siddhartha Saha shares how his love 
for cameras and the National Geographic Magazine was sparked early in childhood, and how that initial 
spark became a flame much later in life – leading him to publishing his very own photograph in the National 
Geographic! In her piece ‘Sublime Sky,’ Zohra Saed discloses how the spark of writing and poetry was the 
only thing that helped her overcome her unusual fear of being consumed by the vastness of the sky. In Guido 
Perla’s ‘Three Realizations,’ we read timeless existential insights that came to him as sparks of truth and 
turned into moving words and poems. Through his piece ‘Pavbhaji on Wonderbread,’ young Aseem Chipalkatti 
talks about his identity quest that finally received a spark of clarity on high-school graduation day. In her poem 
‘Goddess of Love,’ poet Kathrina Estoque finds sudden freedom from being a prisoner of her mind, body and 
soul. With her gut-wrenching installation ‘Arabian Delight,’ artist Huma Mulji lights sparks on the subjects 
of cultural relocation and the forced ‘Arabization’ of Pakistan. In her interview with us, entrepreneur Nanda 
Mehta, co-founder of ‘Gourmet Tiffins,’ shares how a chance conversation between close friends sparked the 
idea of a unique catering business!

We hope this issue lights a creative spark in you! 

Shirin.

“BUT WE WEREN’T UP TO WAITING. THAT’S WHEN THE SPARK HIT 
US – WHY NOT CURATE PURPOSEFUL COLLECTIONS OF SHORT 
WORKS? … [HERE] WE PRESENT CONTRIBUTORS WHO WERE 
STRUCK BY CREATIVE SPARKS AND COULDN’T IGNORE THEM.”

EDITOR’S NOTE SHIRIN SUBHANI
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ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

“IF YOU HAVE ANYTHING REALLY VALUABLE TO CONTRIBUTE TO 
THE WORLD IT WILL COME THROUGH THE EXPRESSION OF YOUR 
OWN PERSONALITY, THAT SINGLE SPARK OF DIVINITY THAT SETS 
YOU OFF AND MAKES YOU DIFFERENT FROM EVERY OTHER LIVING 
CREATURE.”

“THE ARTIST MUST CREATE A SPARK BEFORE HE CAN MAKE A 
FIRE AND BEFORE ART IS BORN; THE ARTIST MUST BE READY TO 
BE CONSUMED BY THE FIRE OF HIS OWN CREATION.”

“A MIGHTY FLAME FOLLOWETH A TINY SPARK.”

- Bruce Barton

- Auguste Rodin

- Dante Alighieri
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“THE IMMENSITY OF ETERNITY UNHOUSES ME IN THESE MOMENTS AND IT IS 
ONLY POETRY … AND THE DEEP RHYTHMS OF WRITING THAT HAVE ALLOWED 
ME TO MEDITATE AND SAVOR THIS MOMENT OF THE SUBLIME…”

SUBLIME SKY ZOHRA SAED
Zohra Saed is a Brooklyn based Afghan American editor and writer. She received her MFA in 
Poetry at Brooklyn and is currently a doctoral candidate at The City University of New York Gradu-
ate Center. She co-edited one of the most comprehensive collections of Afghan American writings, 
One Story Thirty Stories: An Anthology of Contemporary Afghan American Literature (University of 
Arkansas Press, 2010).



It began in 3rd grade. I was in PS 254 Elementary School in Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn. I had never just lain 
out on the concrete of the playground to just watch the sky but someone, was it Paula, had convinced me to 
try. I lay down on the ground that sunny summer day and looked up at the deep molten blue of the sky. Years 
later, I’d memorize these lines: “Reeling, through endless summer days / From inns of molten blue” by Emily 
Dickenson, and think of this profoundly blue sky.

When faced with the immensity of the sky, I became very frightened. It wasn’t the monster-kind of fear, but an 
overwhelming sense of being miniscule in comparison. “Isn’t it cool?” Paula asked, lying next to me. All I could 
muster was, “It’s so scary!” And I said this with one hand on my stomach because the fear was something 
I felt in there, very similar to that fear of heights when it felt like my stomach was leaving my body and my 
knees were trembling. I feared falling into that immensity, and I felt that I was so microscopic in comparison to 
the sky, the universe that was just behind this blue face of eternity, that I would vanish from my smallness.

Of course, I wasn’t able to completely articulate all this at age nine. I was only able to use “scary” as the word 
to describe this encounter of a little girl and eternal blue. As strange as this seems, I developed from that point 
on, an unnatural fear of looking up at the sky. I could look up quickly, as in a furtive glance to see if it was 
sunny or rainy, or to check if it was time to go home after playing all day with the other kids. But I couldn’t look 
into the sky again in that helpless, vulnerable way, in that face-to-face encounter that I had in the playground. 
A few times I had tried to look up while in other places, at Owl’s Head park (don’t ask me why my childhood 
had so many places with ‘head’ in their names), and when Tanya was being a moody teenager looking up 
at the sky while I was still shimmying up trees (I would hardly call it “climbing”).  When I tried to imitate her 
thoughtfulness, I only got those weak feelings in my knees and falling stomach.  I closed my eyes and ran 
back to the picnic table, leaving behind a laughing friend. 
  
And so I went on this way, avoiding the sky completely. Until … I heard an Ahmad Zahir song, which talked about 
being wrapped up in the black night of her hair. I was thirteen when I was able to translate and differentiate

“WHEN FACED WITH THE IMMENSITY OF THE SKY, I BECAME VERY 
FRIGHTENED. IT WASN’T THE MONSTER-KIND OF FEAR, BUT AN 
OVERWHELMING SENSE OF BEING MINISCULE IN COMPARISON.”

SUBLIME SKY ZOHRA SAED
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in my head, Farsi and English. Once I thought about hair as a medium to help translate the vastness of the sky, 
I took out my water paints and painted the sky at sunset. I was able to give paint – language – to what I had 
seen of the sky from the corner of my eye as we drove on the congested highway. Each layer of dark and light 
sky became a strand of hair, each a different color that wrapped up sunset for me. This was the first step in 
coming to terms with that feeling of eternal immenseness when I saw … not saw but looked, very intensely 
looked into the face of the sky.

The sky was not so overwhelming always. I had experienced the Hajj, the Muslim pilgrimage at age five. The 
immense blue overhead is a powerful part of the spiritual journey. As much as the Kaaba, the marble, the awe-
inspiring architecture are all part of the pilgrimage, so is the sky. The absence of roofs, the openness of the 
pilgrimage had made me feel the presence of God. And I had felt immense love and protection on that journey. 

A lot had happened since then. A war had broken out in Afghanistan, and my father had left Saudi Arabia to 
bring his children to the United States to be educated and given a fair chance. I had left my toys and swings 
and the magic of my only-child room and entered a place where my parents explained to me what death 
meant, after receiving blue long-distance letters that announced deaths with photos to make sure we under-
stood.

There had been a new city to settle into and a new language to work around, its awkward elbow-and-knee 
sounds. Just as my parents were un-centered and awkward as they navigated in this new world that was a 
tint of blue (compared to the bright yellow of Saudi), I had grown smaller and unsure of how and where I fit. 

If I think in these historical terms, then my strange fear of the immensity of the blue sky makes more sense. 
But this doesn’t answer how even now, as a grown woman, I still cannot calm the tremors in my heart and

“I WAS ABLE TO GIVE PAINT – LANGUAGE – TO WHAT I HAD SEEN 
OF THE SKY FROM THE CORNER OF MY EYE AS WE DROVE ON 
THE CONGESTED HIGHWAY. EACH LAYER OF DARK AND LIGHT SKY 
BECAME A STRAND OF HAIR, EACH A DIFFERENT COLOR THAT 
WRAPPED UP SUNSET FOR ME.”

SUBLIME SKY ZOHRA SAED



knees when I look up at the sky in that intense way, and how microscopic I still feel in the face of its vastness. 

The immensity of eternity unhouses me in these moments and it is only poetry (chosen over my childhood kit 
of watercolor) and the deep rhythms of writing that have allowed me to meditate and savor this moment of 
the sublime. My childhood discovery of Zahir and Dickenson led to more doors, to more poets who were also 
stopped in their tracks and pierced by the sudden beauty of nature, of the vastness of life, and of the eternal 
within their hearts. 

And it is only through this medium that I can shed some of the fear of the limitlessness and translate strands 
of it, in my own words. And in this way, I find an anchor so that I am not completely and utterly lost in the 
sense of immense smallness.

  

“AS MUCH AS THE KAABA, THE MARBLE, THE AWE-INSPIRING 
ARCHITECTURE ARE ALL PART OF THE PILGRIMAGE, SO IS THE 
SKY. THE ABSENCE OF ROOFS, THE OPENNESS OF THE PILGRIM-
AGE HAD MADE ME FEEL THE PRESENCE OF GOD.”

SUBLIME SKY ZOHRA SAED
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“SHE’S NO LONGER A PRISONER IN HER SPIRIT MIND BODY
A GODDESS WHO ONCE IS AND IS STILL BECOMING”

GODDESS OF LOVE KATHRINA ESTOQUE
Kathrina, of Filipina-Portuguese-Americana descent and product of Seattle, received her Bachelors 
in Sociology with a Pre-Law emphasis at Washington State University, a second major in Women 
Studies and a minor in Comparative Ethnic Studies. She is a visual and spoken-word artist, 
motivational speaker, life coach, social advocate and author. Since high school, Kathrina has been 
active in the community serving, supporting and advocating for inner city youth and youth in foster 
care. She plans to attend law school and pursue a career in family law. She is also in the process 
of co-authoring a book alongside Mikeya Harper titled Essence of a Lotus, to be launched January 
2012. Her blog Essence of a Lotus can be found at http://www.esslotus.blogspot.com/



I find comfort in solitude where my beauty and strength are nourished and embraced
My hands stained with guilt, dirt & tea leaves
Plant roots trace palms with stories
I clean the wound.
Un-pierce the thorns.
I am no longer a slave to the history of terrible stories.
I choose to survive through it.
I Re-write it. 
Testimate prophecies to revive my life in miracles
To love my trauma runs naked.
In the valley of fire
I cradle my suffering as a woman who nurtures her seed
with the palm of her hands.
Shackles it close to her bosom.
Cradles it to the rhythm of endless drum beats
Flutters violin pulse 
Music to her body
Strums steel string guitar she sings amens and Prayers to God
Lost in a world called Music
It’s her sanctuary
Her pen and paintbrush
Are vessels in storytelling her life on an empty canvas
It was never a sin or mistake to speak up or to express
Rather polished, refined, celebrated
With batons, Parade marches and rallies

She walks with her head high, reaching to the clouds
She hums to the melody
Painting kiss marks on her voluptuous body, walking in militancy
Dismantling stereotypes and hierarchies
Like a twin tower Babylon
She’s no longer a prisoner in her spirit mind body

GODDESS OF LOVE KATHRINA ESTOQUE
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“THAT WAS THE FIRST TIME I SAW ...THE TRUE POWER OF PHOTOGRAPHY 
AS A MEDIUM TO TELL STORIES, AS A WAY TO INSPIRE PEOPLE, AS A WAY 
TO TRANSPORT ONE ... TO EVERY FAR-REACHING CORNER OF THE WORLD.”  

ONE WITH THE CAMERA SIDDHARTHA SAHA
Although Siddhartha is a software engineer by profession, he has always loved photography, and 
over the last few years, he has become serious in pursuing this form of art. He lives in Seattle and 
loves the city, specially the beautiful outdoors with mountains, oceans and waterfalls. He has a photo 
studio in Seattle and his photographic interests lie in landscapes, portraits, fine-art images, and 
events. His photo of a meteor falling on Mount Rainier was recently published in National Geograph-
ic magazine. Check out more of his work at www.siddphoto.com



Two profound things happened in my childhood that formed the way I see the world today, but I couldn’t have 
known it then.

The first was seeing my dad’s old Yashica FX-3 camera.  As far back as I can remember, I was always fasci-
nated by technology. I would examine any mechanical toy deeply to figure out how it works. I would break it 
apart even, often destroying the thing. The camera was a completely different beast. The numerous dials in 
the lens - the aperture dial, the focusing ring, and the distant scale - as well as the precision movements were 
amazing. The split prism focusing in the viewfinder was absolutely magical, in the way two parts of the image 
would come together to focus. Sometimes when my dad would open the camera to load film or to clean it - he 
was always the cleaning kind - I would marvel at the inner workings. All the little mechanical pieces working in 
perfect harmony to open the shutter for an instant, the cogs advancing the film… such a wonderful toy! 

That’s how my interest in cameras began - not as a medium to create art, but rather as a wonderful and pre-
cise mechanical thing. When I was a little older, my dad taught me how to operate the camera and I somehow 
learned the basic controls.  I was able to expose the film mostly correctly, and take pictures. I would randomly 
click here and there without thinking much. Most of the shots were simply random snapshots by a very young 
kid.

Then, as I was sent to a boarding school when I was around ten years old, I was given a little point-and-shoot 
film camera. It was special - hardly a handful of people in our class of hundred or so kids had a camera with 
them. I was slightly disappointed though. It had none of the interesting things that the old Yashica had. Not 
much happening inside, made of cheap plastic, the lens felt very fragile and was nothing to speak of. But my 
love for photos was growing rapidly at that very time. With practically zero knowledge for composition or any of 
the art involved in photography, I would take my little point-and-shoot to many places and click randomly. As a 
film camera, every shutter click had a cost associated with it, and I was fortunate not to be scolded ever

“SOMETIMES WHEN MY DAD WOULD OPEN THE CAMERA TO LOAD 
FILM OR TO CLEAN IT ... I WOULD MARVEL AT … ALL THE LITTLE 
MECHANICAL PIECES WORKING IN PERFECT HARMONY … SUCH A 
WONDERFUL TOY!”

ONE WITH THE CAMERA SIDDHARTHA SAHA
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for wasting a lot of film. I started using the camera primarily as a device to record memories - people, places. I 
still have fond feelings every time I look at scanned copies of the hundreds of photos I took at that time.

The other profound thing that happened was my stumbling upon the National Geographic magazine amongst 
our school’s subscriptions. To this day I remember the awe and amazement as I looked through each and 
every issue, month after month. Photographically, there was almost nothing better to look at than the gor-
geous, colorful spreads of bizarre and beautiful landscapes, fascinating wildlife, and captivating moments 
from people’s lives from around the world. That was the first time I saw in my pre-teen mind, the true power 
of photography as a medium to tell stories, as a way to inspire people, as a way to transport one from the 
confinement of a seventy-acre boarding school compound to every far-reaching corner of the world. 
 
I didn’t know then that many years later, I would still draw inspiration from that magazine, and years further 
down the line, the first chance I would get after arriving in the United States, I would buy the entire set of 
National Geographic in digital form to pore over them for hours on end, reliving my deeply impressionable 
childhood moments. 
 
And, I could never have imagined  that nearly twenty years later, I would actually see one small photo of mine 
as a half page feature in that same magazine!

This is because in school, even armed with my point-and-shoot and being surrounded with magazines, that 
original spark I experienced didn’t blossom. Like thousands of other students around me, I was sucked into the 
vortex of academics, and didn’t have the time and support to develop that particular side of me. There were 
other restrictions - at the residential school, we were not allowed to go outside, and there was a strict routine 
that we needed to follow, without deviation. While all of that discipline paid off academically, it did come with a 
cost to my creative side.

“I DIDN’T KNOW THEN THAT MANY YEARS LATER, I WOULD STILL 
DRAW INSPIRATION FROM THAT MAGAZINE ... AND ... THAT TWEN-
TY YEARS LATER I WOULD ACTUALLY SEE ONE SMALL PHOTO OF 
MINE AS A HALF PAGE FEATURE IN [IT]!.”

ONE WITH THE CAMERA SIDDHARTHA SAHA



In my undergraduate days I managed to rekindle my photography interest. I had my dad’s film SLR with me, 
I read a few books, and I developed solid technical knowledge on the subject. I tried my hands on darkroom 
processes as well. It was fascinating; the way the photos would magically appear on the piece of paper was 
just downright marvelous. I was amazed and inspired once again. I loved the process through and through, 
however, I wasn’t very happy with the results I produced. Apparently those early photos that I had seen in the 
National Geographic had set the bar really high. I knew that the scope of improvement was huge.
 
It was during graduate school in America, that things got serious. With my first paycheck as a graduate stu-
dent researcher, I bought the best digital camera I could possibly afford. SLRs were still very pricey especially 
as I wanted a digital one to complement my father’s film camera. 
 
I would bring the camera with me everywhere. In my friends-circles, I would eventually be known as ‘the guy 
with the camera.’ 
 
When I started shooting again, those first inspirations from the beautiful magazines from my childhood came 
alive - and I gravitated towards landscape photography and later to wildlife, people and events as well.
 
Over the last several years, I have never stopped shooting - barring an occasional lull in my photographer self. 
Even with the few years gap in between, capturing precious moments for people, and beautiful landscapes 
has become an integral part of my life. My style has changed - hopefully for the better: My technique has 
become more refined, the depth and breadth of my technical knowledge is greater than before, and I have 
shot hundreds of thousands of frames over the last eight years. Yet, I still do get excited like a little child when 
I make a good print, when I see people appreciate my photos, and when people ask me to take photos of them 
or their loved ones. I know that there is a lot to learn, and a lot to improve.  

ONE WITH THE CAMERA SIDDHARTHA SAHA

“WHILE PHOTOGRAPHY HAS HELPED ME CONNECT WITH MANY 
DIFFERENT PEOPLE, SOMETIMES IT HAS BEEN NECESSARY TO 
EMOTIONALLY DISCONNECT MYSELF FROM SOMEONE I AM VERY 
CLOSE WITH, IN ORDER TO CAPTURE AN EMOTIONALLY POWERFUL 
MOMENT.”
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Being passionately involved in photography for so long has had a significant impact on me. In many ways, it 
has helped me develop my personality. Growing up, I used to be very shy around people. That has changed 
for the better. Talking about photography has been a very good conversation starter, and I am very comfortable 
discussing it at length. This has helped boost my confidence significantly.

In addition to that, over time I realized that whenever I am shooting a person, I can bring out the best in them 
only if I can get any awkwardness away from the situation, and make them feel completely natural in front of 
the lens. That required a lot of personal interaction, and I was forced to improve my skills in that direction. 

I don’t carry a camera with me all the time. My main photography gear has become too heavy to carry with me 
everywhere. I use my cellphone camera instead to take photos for memories.  Even without a camera, my eyes 
and my brain always look for a good composition, a captivating subject, good lighting, and in general, they look 
for beauty in life everywhere.

 I look for opportunities to create a great image all the time. It has changed my daily routine in many ways 
– where I try to be at a particular place at a particular time of the day to get a very particular shot. Often, it 
involves me interacting with people in a way I didn’t think would be possible for me even a few years earlier. 

While photography has helped me connect with many different people, sometimes it has been necessary to 
emotionally disconnect myself from someone I am very close with, in order to capture an emotionally powerful 
moment. A few days after my grandfather had passed away, I saw my grandmother crying amidst a gathering 
of relatives. We were all hurting, but instead of going to her to comfort her right away, I waited with my camera 
on my eyes, to capture a perfectly composed and timed image, with a glistening teardrop in my grandmother’s 
eyes.  

I felt like a soulless machine at that time – somewhat far from human emotions – and I believe that some-
times, these emotional separations are necessary to capture strong emotions in an image. And I know that is 
what I want to do. I don’t mind behaving like a machine once in a while to create something really compelling. 
So much so, that sometimes I feel like I have graduated from carrying a camera everywhere to becoming one 
myself. 

ONE WITH THE CAMERA SIDDHARTHA SAHA



Phone: 800-646-3222   E-Mail:  info@gourmettiffins.com
www.gourmettiffins.com
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“OUR IDENTITIES ... ARE RARELY FOUND IN THE ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL 
DESCRIPTIONS THAT SOCIETY TENDS TO TRUMPET. IT IS ... COURAGEOUS 
TO MAKE THE STRIDES TO ACCEPT OURSELVES, AND EACH OTHER FOR 
THAT MATTER, FOR OUR TRUE IDENTITIES.”

PAVBHAJI ON WONDERBREAD
ASEEM CHIPALKATTI
Aseem Chipalkatti is an incoming freshman at Claremont McKenna College in Los Angeles, where 
he hopes to major in Economics-Accounting and Government. He has lived in Seattle for seven 
years, and looks forward to the warmer temperatures to come.



Growing up in the United States, I’ve always been acutely aware of a conflict of identity that people of my 
background have. As a first-generation child of two Indian immigrants, it would be easy to define myself as a 
blend of the two countries, or to put it in terms more akin to my interests, pav bhaji on Wonder bread. Many of 
my friends who describe themselves similarly make the same statement - that of mixed identity - a blended 
consciousness of sorts.

I can’t, however, claim to subscribe to such an equal duality of self. A quick examination of my bedroom yields 
little evidence of my Indian heritage; the only clues being the brown-skinned people who smile back at me 
from the two pictures that sit on my dresser. Yet it does exist in its own ways. In the far left corner of my closet 
hangs a kurta pajama, and on my bookshelf sit a couple of old Singapore math books that smell faintly of 
spices - the telltale sign of an Indian-American schoolchild.

My identity, in that sense, is like my bedroom. I am an American, both as a citizen and a person - one who 
carries an old weather-beaten copy of the US Constitution wherever he goes. I go to my school’s football 
games, and I recite the Pledge of Allegiance in school every morning. Yet, underneath it all, there’s a kid who 
knows a passable amount of Hindi, and is able to tell his friends that “no, the billion people in India do not 
speak ‘Indian’.” My identity is one of duality, yes, but I will always call myself an American first, and of Indian 
heritage second.

It took me a while to come to this conclusion. In elementary school, I was one of four Indian kids in my grade, 
meaning that my exposure to Indian culture in daily life was next to zero. In middle school, in a misguided 
attempt at discovering my heritage, I experimented with wearing a kurta to school, and promptly stopped after 
hearing it described as a “man-dress” every time I wore it. In high school I experimented with the stereotypi-
cally “Indian” extra-curricular activities - including a brief flirtation with the math club, where I quickly discov-
ered that the more the letters in my math, the worse I get at it.

“AS A FIRST-GENERATION CHILD OF TWO INDIAN IMMIGRANTS, 
IT WOULD BE EASY TO DEFINE MYSELF AS A BLEND OF THE TWO 
COUNTRIES, OR TO PUT IT IN TERMS MORE AKIN TO MY INTER-
ESTS, PAV BHAJI ON WONDER BREAD.”

PAVBHAJI ON WONDERBREAD ASEEM CHIPALKATTI



Through this process, I went through various phases of self-identification from total rejection of my American 
self, to the complete withdrawal from anything and everything Indian. Now that I’ve come to my own conclu-
sion, I’ve learned a basic concept. Our identities as humans, from ethnicity to political beliefs to sexuality to 
religion, are rarely found in the one-size-fits-all descriptions that society tends to trumpet. It is easy for us to 
fall back onto these societal labels, but courageous to make the strides to accept ourselves, and each other 
for that matter, for our true identities.

I finally realized this at my high school graduation last June. Underneath my graduation robes, something 
emblematic of American and European traditions, I wore my traditional Indian kurta pajama. It represented who 
I was, someone who sees himself as completely American, but despite it all, still is Indian. I’m happy with who 
I am - but as I said earlier, it’s who I am. Our identities are unique. Sure, we may have some common traits - 
there were six other Indian-Americans graduating with me - but each one of us is a different shade of mocha.

PAVBHAJI ON WONDERBREAD

“I’M HAPPY WITH WHO I AM - BUT AS I SAID EARLIER, IT’S WHO 
I AM. OUR IDENTITIES ARE UNIQUE. SURE, WE MAY HAVE SOME 
COMMON TRAITS…BUT EACH ONE OF US IS A DIFFERENT SHADE 
OF MOCHA.”

ASEEM CHIPALKATTI
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“…THE WORK WAS A TURNING POINT IN MY PRACTICE. THE CREATIVE 
RISK INVOLVED AND ITS SUBSEQUENT SUCCESS GAVE ME THE CONFI-
DENCE TO CREATE LARGE-SCALE SCULPTURES, WITH THE CAPACITY 
TO INCORPORATE A NUMBER OF IDEAS THAT I HAD BEEN STRUGGLING 
TO VISUALIZE.”

ARABIAN DELIGHT HUMA MULJI
Huma Mulji is a visual artist with a BFA from Indus Valley School of Art and Architecture and an MFA 
from Transart Institut, Donau-Universität Krems, Austria. She has shown extensively both nationally 
and internationally in exhibitions which have recently included “The Rising Tide,” Mohatta Palace 
Museum, Karachi, “Where three Dreams Cross,” Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK, 2010, “The 
Empire Strikes Back,” The Saatchi Gallery, 2010. Mulji currently lives in Lahore, and teaches at the 
School of Visual Arts and Design, Beaconhouse National University.
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ARABIAN DELIGHT, Taxidermic Installation, Pakistan, commissioned by the Pakistani Pavilion, 
‘Desperately Seeking Paradise,’ for Art Dubai 2008. 

ARABIAN DELIGHT HUMA MULJI



Arabian Delight was proposed to, and subsequently commissioned by the Pakistani Pavilion, ‘Desperately 
Seeking Paradise,’ for Art Dubai 2008. On one of my visits to the Lahore Zoo to draw camels, I incidentally 
met the taxidermist, and he eventually agreed to collaborate on the project!

The work was, formally, a new direction in my practice, and can be interpreted in multiple ways. I was think-
ing of the decades of shifts and transformation in the relationship between the Gulf States and Pakistan. My 
earliest memories were the migration of construction workers, professionals, and other daily wage earners 
from the 1970s onwards, the “Dubai Chalo” syndrome; the smuggling of electronic goods, and other contra-
band or dutiable consumer items, from deodorants to cereal from the UAE to Pakistan in personal luggage; 
the kidnapping and trafficking of children as camel jockeys from Pakistan to the Arab world and the current 
bling of Dubai, and in its wake an economic cleansing, that leaves out most early migrants from Pakistan. The 
more recent mutation, more pertinent to me growing up in Pakistan, was the slow, forced ‘Arabisation’ of the 
country, of successive governments manipulating Pakistan’s identity away from a South Asian country to an 
‘Islamic’ (Orthodox/Arab/Wahabi) one; the subtlety with which everyone started saying Allah Hafiz instead of 
the benign Khuda Hafiz, the way the nuances of cultural and social norms were demolished over time, invali-
dating our memories. 

A number of my works reference borders and travel, not only of the physical kind. The suitcase is also of 
course, the container of dreams, of Eden, the promised land. The container in which we bring back goods and 
ideas from many a visited paradise. The scale of the suitcase in Arabian Delight was to play with the border 
between belief and incredulity, between truth and fiction, between the impossibility of the possible. I was look-
ing to achieve a visual discomfort, of a camel forced into a space not right for it. Taking the work to a point of 
conceptual and formal absurdity was the big challenge. I wanted the result to be theatrical and performative. 

In retrospect, the work was a turning point in my practice. The creative risk involved and its subsequent 
success, gave me the confidence to create large-scale sculptures with the capacity to incorporate a number 
of ideas that I had been struggling to visualize. A fundamental and surprising revelation for me was that the 
viewer immediately perceived the core concept of the work, in all its abstract and nuanced detail. This was 
perhaps due to the use of “found material,” as opposed to creating an artistic illusion. The work contained 
a real camel, not something that looked like a camel, so the perception of the audience shifted from skill to 
concept. Another consequence of the work and its success was its visibility, which granted me a spate of op-
portunities, resulting in a continuity of thought and sculpture making.

ARABIAN DELIGHT HUMA MULJI
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“THESE REALIZATIONS AND POEMS BROKE THROUGH IN MOMENTS 
OF INSIGHT ... ORIGINALLY INTENDED TO BE INSPIRED REMINDERS TO 
MYSELF, OF WHERE I COME FROM AND WHERE I’M GOING, FOR TIMES 
WHEN I’M FEELING LOST.”

Guido was born in Texas but grew up on Vashon Island in Washington State. He is among other 
things, a drummer, songwriter, poet and painter and is currently playing mostly Reggae and Jazz. He 
lives in Seattle with his wife Larisa and their two cats Jasmine and Tabatha.

THREE REALIZATIONS GUIDO PERLA

“THESE REALIZATIONS AND POEMS BROKE THROUGH IN MOMENTS 
OF INSIGHT ... ORIGINALLY INTENDED TO BE INSPIRED REMINDERS TO 
MYSELF, OF WHERE I COME FROM AND WHERE I’M GOING, FOR TIMES 
WHEN I’M FEELING LOST.”



TO THE READER
These realizations and poems broke through in moments of insight, and their expression continues to unfold 
over time. They were originally intended to be inspired reminders to myself, of where I come from and where 
I’m going, for times when I’m feeling lost. I am sharing them in hopes that they may resonate with you, and 
may even serve to keep you buoyant in these intense times. Much love, G.P.

I CHOSE THIS
I chose this life. I chose to be born, I chose the time, conditions, place, and to whom I was born. And before 
that, I chose other births. I chose to be: mineral, plant, animal; every conceivable way, I have chosen to BE.

I will be here before,
river water
and the rock that it smoothes,
the breaking of the ground,
for the seeds and 
the upward sound of trees growing.

all the ways of wanting 
the sun,
I will be.

When I accept my choice to be here, I have the strength to face the pain and longing that I may be required to 
endure in order to see clearly the true beauty in living. I am then connected to the very source of creation and 
can allow my beat-up, little, ego to rest and stop trying to control life. I am then strong enough to bear every-
thing that comes to me and have no need to doubt or second-guess. When I take responsibility for my own

“WHEN I ACCEPT MY CHOICE TO BE HERE, I HAVE THE STRENGTH 
TO FACE THE PAIN AND LONGING THAT I MAY BE REQUIRED TO 
ENDURE IN ORDER TO SEE CLEARLY THE TRUE BEAUTY IN LIVING.”

THREE REALIZATIONS GUIDO PERLA
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existence the one who created it is closer than beside me. None of this is new, but then, it is, continually 
renewing and innovating like the spiral way in which branches grow from the trunk; all versions of each other, 
but expressing in slightly different ways. The modern world has the tendency to distract from this truth, be-
cause the human ego created the modern world. The ego LOVES distractions and diversions, but like an over-
tired child it doesn’t know when to rest and will stomp around the house in protest should you suggest this. 
The only cure in either case is patience and love in the form of discipline. True patience is powerful and comes 
from an acceptance of the moment and of the choice to live within it. I must honor my choice to be what I am 
and by doing so I align myself in frequency with all the strength, patience and beauty available to me.

I AM CONNECTED TO EVERYTHING
I am not separate from any person or any thing for that matter, although it appears to be so. We are connected 
and what I give to others I give to myself. So if someone comes at me with misplaced anger I can be patient, 
and understand because I know it is caused by a deep feeling of separation. That person is suffering and 
doesn’t even know why.

This music between things

Has no need for sound.

It comes from a place
we left long ago.

You don’t remember?
We keep leaving just
to come back home.

“THERE IS A LOT OF HATRED AND GREED AND SUFFERING IN THE 
WORLD, BUT EVEN THOSE ROADS EVENTUALLY LEAD BACK TO 
INTERCONNECTEDNESS, HOWEVER LONG IT TAKES AND HOWEVER 
MUCH PAIN NEEDS TO BE ENDURED TO GET THERE.”

THREE REALIZATIONS GUIDO PERLA



Most painful emotional states seem to flow from a learned forgetfulness, a forgetting of the connection to 
the divine and therefore to each other and all things in creation. If I re-connect to the source of my life, I am 
capable of understanding others and can sympathize with their condition even if it manifests as anger directed 
toward me. I know where it comes from and the real reason behind it. There is a lot of hatred and greed and 
suffering in the world, but even those roads eventually lead back to interconnectedness, however long it takes 
and however much pain needs to be endured to get there. It is important to reconnect with the source of light 
within that is a spark of the original flame. Then there is depth of understanding and patience. The road is far 
more pleasant when we can attend to each other’s suffering and promote and support each other’s well-
being, while together, we make this long journey home. 

I AM LOVE
I may feel many emotions negative and positive, but what I AM is love. Love is not an emotion. It is reality. The 
great longing I feel is for the very thing I am created from, endowed with and adrift in. The source of love will 
never run dry. It is infinite. I may be required to go through painful changes to see it clearly, but that type of 
pain is welcome. It is like a feeling of laughter so intense it hurts. All the beauty in the world was created out 
of love and as an expression of it. 

An ecstatic, spiraling,
and melody too pure
for ears.
A chance given
to find within,
what we left without.

“AT MY CORE IS A WARRIOR OF LOVE, AS DANGEROUS AS A LION 
BUT DESIRING ONLY TO NURTURE AND PROTECT. AND LIKE A LION 
I WILL STALK THE THINGS WITHIN MYSELF THAT ATTEMPT TO 
HOLD THIS BACK.”

THREE REALIZATIONS GUIDO PERLA
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At my core is a warrior of love, as dangerous as a lion but desiring only to nurture and protect. And like a lion I 
will stalk the things within myself that attempt to hold this back. I will never pity another human being no mat-
ter how helpless or disgusting their situation may seem. Their strength runs as deep as mine, and beneath the 
filth and sorrow are the same seeds of love and dignity waiting patiently for the light of understanding in order 
to forge through. My heart is reaching toward home just as the green limbs of plants are reaching toward the 
sun. This reaching is the calling to connect back to the source. It is this yearning and the need to give of our-
selves that connects us all. Go with love into everything that is, and forget about the things that are imperma-
nent. Find the original nature of the self and grow without question like grass growing through concrete.

When I take responsibility for my life and my choice to live it, when I remember my connection to everything 
and to the one who designed it and when I fully embody what I am which is love, in that moment my limited 
self is obliterated. In that moment all the worry, doubt, confusion and conflict are gone. To stretch moments of 
realization into hours and days and then to finally dwell there permanently is the pure, although mostly hidden 
desire of every human being. And to have tasted it only to lose sight of it again can be maddening at times. I 
must remember to be patient and to respect and promote the process of spiritual evolution that is continually 
unfolding around me and within me and within all of us. The heart is the beacon that points the way home. 
So follow it without hesitation through difficult and painful times into the inevitable light of understanding and 
love.

“WHEN I TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR MY LIFE AND MY CHOICE 
TO LIVE IT, WHEN I REMEMBER MY CONNECTION TO EVERYTHING 
AND TO THE ONE WHO DESIGNED IT AND WHEN I FULLY EMBODY 
WHAT I AM WHICH IS LOVE, IN THAT MOMENT MY LIMITED SELF IS 
OBLITERATED. ”

THREE REALIZATIONS GUIDO PERLA



“WE DECIDED THAT “GOURMET TIFFINS” WOULD REPRESENT OUR 
VISION AS AN ELEGANT AND UPSCALE CATERING COMPANY. “TIFFIN,” 
REFERRING TO A CONTAINER, COMES FROM A WORLD RENOWNED 
PHENOMENON IN MUMBAI CALLED THE “DABBAWALAS,” WHO DELIV-
ER HOME-COOKED, FRESH MEALS TO BUSY OFFICE WORKERS.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH NANDA MEHTA
Nanda is a Travel and Event consultant with Creative Journeys, and co-founder of the innovative catering enter-
prise Gourmet Tiffins. Nanda loves to travel, read, create unique gifts and above all - dance!! She performed her 
Bharatanatyam Arangetram last fall. She has two teenage kids: Nikhil, eighteen and Nina, sixteen, and is settled 
in Bellevue, having already lived on three continents by the time she was sixteen.
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SS – Hi Nanda, Thanks for your time! I have been browsing Gourmet Tiffins’ Facebook page and can’t wait to 
place my first order! Tell us a little bit about how this all came about and also about the name.

NM – Thank you for the interview-op, Shirin.  Many business ideas are born with general talk/discussion with 
friends around a dinner table.  So it was with our venture.  A close friend, who is a single parent and a busy 
executive in a Fortune 500 company, declared she could really use a meal-delivery service, especially one 
with healthy and fresh choices.  The idea started formulating between us moms, and gained momentum. 

Like most people, my business partner Priya and I are also busy with hectic schedules, (kids, home, work) but 
at the same time, we are picky foodies about healthy, vegetarian cuisine as well. The more we discussed and 
researched, the more we were convinced of our business idea.  We wanted to separate ourselves from other 
caterers by offering something that is unique and enticing, which we identified as – organic produce, a unique 
menu and free delivery!  

Naturally, the name plays a big part.  So, after another round of discussions, we decided that “Gourmet Tiffins” 
would represent our vision as an elegant and upscale catering company.  “Tiffin,” referring to a container, 
comes from a world known phenomenon in Mumbai called the “dabbawalas” who deliver home-cooked, fresh 
meals to busy office workers.

SS –You already had your own business as a Travel and Event Consultant; why did you decide to take on 
another enterprise? Was there one particular moment that you specifically remember where you knew you just 
had to do this and could not say ‘No’?

NM – I have been an independent Travel and Event Consultant for thirty plus years, and my business, while 
still quite exciting, is pretty much on auto-pilot. It was thrilling (and scary!) to think of venturing into a different 
business with a friend who shared the same passions – eating and dancing! What sealed the deal was an

“WE WANTED TO SEPARATE OURSELVES FROM OTHER CATERERS 
BY OFFERING SOMETHING THAT IS UNIQUE AND ENTICING, WHICH 
WE IDENTIFIED AS – ORGANIC PRODUCE, A UNIQUE MENU AND 
FREE DELIVERY!”

IN DIALOGUE WITH NANDA MEHTA



added incentive to spend more time doing things together that we both enjoyed.  Time and financial commit-
ments were also issues to consider, but we each had our forte and the division of duties was mutually quite 
agreeable.  

SS – How has your previous experience as an entrepreneur helped you with ‘Gourmet Tiffins’? You are also a 
talented classical dancer, have other creative hobbies, and volunteer actively as well. Do you see a common 
thread that ties all these things together? What does cooking bring to the mix?

NM – I love to research various scenarios in any travel planning or event development, and once I commit to a 
concept, the ideas just manifest. So in everything I do, whether it’s work, dance or craft, I do it for the enjoy-
ment and spiritual satisfaction as well. Since venturing into this new territory, a whole other side seems to 
be emerging, and so far it’s been satisfying.  For instance, I now try unfamiliar items offered on a restaurant 
menu, take pictures of an aesthetically pleasing dish and send it to my partner and contemplate how I would 
“gourmet-ize” a standard fare. I mean, ‘crushed dry pomegranate seeds’ in ‘aloo parathas?!!?’ I thought that 
was genius, especially when teenagers said “yummy!” to that!

SS – How did you meet your partner? What about the rest of the staff? What were some of the challenges 
that you faced with setup etc. and how did you overcome those?

NM – Priya and I met when I joined From Within Academy, a Bharatanatyam dance school.  We became closer 
friends after the completion of my Arangetram in September 2010.  We each had a network of people that we 
included in our venture. The staff consists of well-established chefs in various ethnic cuisines and our Tiffin 
couriers are students. Basically, we believe in creating employment for people who benefit from additional 
income but who are also flexible in their time commitment.  

“IT WAS THRILLING (AND SCARY!) TO THINK OF VENTURING INTO 
A DIFFERENT BUSINESS WITH A FRIEND WHO SHARED THE SAME 
PASSIONS – EATING AND DANCING!”

IN DIALOGUE WITH NANDA MEHTA
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Setting up a new business, armed only with passion and a vision and with no practical training in it, causes it 
to grow as the need arises.  I mean, as ‘domestic engineers’ we know what it takes to run a kitchen. The chal-
lenge was in the quantity of items, the price of organic produce, and deciding who would provide it, storage, 
etc. Due to our vast network of people, we were able to tap into resources that included a wholesale produce 
distributor, available daytime chefs / kitchens and afternoon couriers. Getting the encouragement from our 
families energizes us to grow the business. One challenge I did not anticipate is uploading the menu on the 
website. To facilitate this, I had to take a crash course in learning how to ‘code’!!  Again, knowing the right 
person to teach me that in less than an hour was a blessing!

SS – Tell us about your experience at Veg Fest, the largest celebration of vegetarians in the nation! What was 
it like having a booth along with so many other caterers and chefs? 

NM – “Everything happens for a Reason” – I’m a firm believer in that. Just as we were discussing market-
ing ideas, we happen to see the VW magazine advertising the Veg Fest 2011. I called to get information for a 
booth and was told that all the vendor spots were taken. After much negotiating and promoting our business, 
the event manager put us down on a waitlist with a warning that it may not clear, but if it did, it would be with 
only a 2 to 3 day notice. In the meantime, we went ahead with the preparations– deciding menu samples 
(2000 per day), booking our chef and sous-chef, our young couriers to assist at the booth, distribution of 
printed information (1500 postcards), display boards with photos, table décor, sample containers, gloves, 
portable microwave, etc.  We were excited but also nervous at the tremendous financial and time commitment 
within just three weeks of our business launch.  

As you already know, our waitlist cleared for a booth!  It was exciting to be surrounded by such tremendous 
talent and variety of vegetarian cuisines, jams, spreads, etc.  The best part was the feedback we got from the 
samples we distributed – our two most popular items – Curried Organic Potato Soup and Chocolate Cayenne 
Pepper Truffles!  People kept returning to our table multiple times to get more samples.  I also got picked for

“OUR FOOD ART HAS INCITED MANY “WOW” MOMENTS FROM 
OUR PATRONS, OUR PACKAGING IS LIKE “OPENING A PRESENT” 
...AND OUR UNIQUE CUISINE HAS GENERATED MANY LOYAL AND 
REGULAR ‘FOODIES’ AS WE LIKE TO CALL OUR PATRONS.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH NANDA MEHTA



a live interview from a major radio station, promoting our business.  It was a great learning experience and we 
are looking forward to participate in the next one!

SS – What makes Gourmet Tiffins different from other catering services that are out there? What is your vision 
for the future of the service?

NM – As I said before, Shirin, we differentiate ourselves in a unique way.  We offer four-course meals, rotating 
a different menu each week, organic produce and free delivery from Seattle to Snoqualmie and Woodinville 
to Kent.  Our food art has incited many “WOW” moments from our patrons, our packaging is like “opening a 
present” (from another patron) and our unique cuisine has generated many loyal and regular ‘foodies’ as we 
like to call our patrons.  Our tag line is “Experience the Elegance” – which is what we deliver!

Our business has evolved in different arenas since its launch, to meet the needs of our foodies.  We are now 
offering:

– Gourmet Pronto! This consists of an abridged version of our menu which we will change frequently, and 
have an offer of delivery for lunch or dinner.  
– Gourmet a la Carte! Our popular items sold by weight, e.g. Chocolate Cayenne Pepper Truffles.
– Chef du Jour : Our live Chef demo / cooking for a party or celebration.  We did a “Rasta Pasta” cooking 
party for a ten-year-old’s birthday, replete with chef’s hats, aprons, goodie bags, etc.  
– Catering by Gourmet :  We put together a menu based on the budget and interest of the foodie.  For 
example, we did a catering event for a Ladies’ Tea Party fund-raiser with ‘Deli’-cate cucumber sandwiches, 
Aaloo Tikki Sliders, and Corn Bhel.

Our vision for the future is to grow slowly and steadily, but to grow strong!  We are currently setting up a com-
plete Event Management Team for smooth and stress-free entertainment – from hand-written/hand-crafted 
invitations, to catering with chef and servers, table décor, guest gifts and thank you cards, musical or dance 
entertainment, etc.  It’s all quite exciting!! Add Elegance to your Event! 

To learn more about Gourmet Tiffins, visit their website at www.gourmettiffins.com

IN DIALOGUE WITH NANDA MEHTA
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